ABSTRACT Indoor localization has been recognized as a promising research around the world, and fingerprint-based localization method which leverages WIFI Received Signal Strength (RSS) has been extensively studied since widespread deployment of Access Points (APs) makes WIFI signals omnipresent and easily be obtained. A primary weakness of WIFI-based fingerprinting localization approach lies in its vulnerability under environmental changes and alteration of AP deployment. Despite some studies focus on dealing with effects of AP alterations and low-dynamic environmental factors, such as humidity, temperature, etc., influences of high-dynamic factors, such as changes of crowds' density and position, on WIFI radio map have not been sufficiently studied. In this work, we propose OWUH, an Online Learning-based WIFI Radio Map Updating service considering influences of high-dynamic factors. OWUH utilizes sensors in smart phones as the source of RSS datasets, and it combines historical and newly collected RSS data and purposeful probe data as dataset to incrementally update radio map, which means, compared with traditional methods, the OWUH approach requires a smaller number of RSS data for frequent updating of radio map. Moreover, in order to further enlarge our dataset, we take static data and low-dynamic data into account. An improved online learning method is proposed to recognize periodic pattern and update current radio map. Extensive experiments with 15 volunteers across 10 days indicate that OWUH effectively accommodates RSS variations over time and derives accurate prediction of fresh radio map with mean errors of less than 5dB, outperforming existing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor localization has always been an urgently needed service in our society, which can be used for indoor navigation, daily activities tracking and many other amazing applications [1] , [2] . Compared with outdoor localization, indoor localization, without GPS signal, faces many challenges. In recent years, a variety of wireless indoor localization techniques based on signals like WIFI, RFID, sound, etc., have thrived [3] - [6] . Considering omnipresent WIFI signals and a lot of WIFI infrastructures (Access Point, AP) in a building, WIFI fingerprint-based indoor localization
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have been one of the most attractive techniques achieving relatively accurate results [3] , [7] . The typical two phases in fingerprint-based localization include offline site survey, in which we collect the received signal strength (RSS) of different places to build our database (radio map), and online location query, in which we determine, with data collected by mobile clients, current location based on the radio map built in advance. However, the main drawback of WIFI signals is the stability. Many environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, wavelength, moving objects, dynamic movement of human, etc., as well as source-related factors such as power or APs location alteration, can affect RSS enormously, which result in unexpected deviation between RSS samples of online location query and that of offline site survey. Thus, as time goes on, static radio map would not as accurate as before under the impact of high-dynamic environmental factors, leading to serious errors in localization. One intuitive solution to the problem is to construct the map frequently, which is, however, time-consuming and labor-intensive. Although some researchers use robots to substitute human doing such cumbersome site surveys [8] , [9] , it's energy-consuming and impossible to update the map in a short time. Another solution is to include extra fixed equipment to detect real-time WIFI signal so as to update the radio map frequently, like Chen et al. [10] presenting a sensor-assisted adaptation method to adapt the localization engine to the current environmental condition, which, however, is energy-consuming and not universal. With the advancement of mobile devices, some researchers figure out crowdsourcing is a marvel tool for data collecting, which proposes a new and efficient methods to update radio map [11] , [12] . Consequently, recent works have focused on updating the radio map automatically by crowdsourcing using mobile devices like smart phones to handle those dynamic factors without any help from extra hardware and manual intervention [13] - [15] .
As is said above, both source-related and environmentrelated factors can affect WIFI RSS. He et al. [16] and Lim et al. [17] intend to deal with the impacts of source-related factors. AP signals may change significantly, due to unexpected AP movement, power adjustment, introduction or removal of wall partitioning, wearing and so on. He et al. [16] proposed LAAFU system for fingerprint update and survey reduction, which identifies any altered APs and filter them out before a location decision is made. In [17] , the appearance frequencies of APs detected from user feedback data are mainly used for the update. As for environmental factors, they can be divided into two groups: low-dynamic factors and high-dynamic factors, according to the intensity and frequency of the effects on RSS. The effect of temperature, humidity, light and the like are relatively slight and usually becomes significant after accumulating for a long time, so these are low-dynamic factors. Moving objects, such as opening and closing of doors, walking people, etc., can lead to immediate changes of signals because of their obstruction of transmission, and these belong to high-dynamic factors. Some works have been done considering the low-dynamic factors, like Wu et al. [14] using partial least squares regression (PLSR) to update the radio map with crowdsourcing smart phone data, Yin et al. [18] reconstructing a radio map by using real-time signal-strength readings received at the reference points, nonetheless, the high-dynamic factors of moving objects are rarely studied even though in some cases they are even more significant. Particularly, physical block would have a great influence on RSS value. Then work of [19] , [20] have already analyzed the influence of human block on RSS value and the influence of human movement on multipath propagation of WIFI signal. Obviously, we can obtain higher accuracy of localization if we take them into consideration. Particularly, in the places where the number of people varies frequently, such as supermarkets, the changes of RSS cannot be ignored. The main challenge in dealing with these factors lies in that gaining nearly real-time radio map requires higher update frequency (usually hourly), which means that time interval between each update is shorter and we'll have less data for each update. In other words, we have to collected data more frequently to meet the quantity requirements, but it's energy-consuming either to increase labor work or to introduce extra equipment, and that's why those works above cannot be deployed in high-dynamic environments.
Through these investigation, considering the high-dynamic environmental factors, such as the fluctuate of crowd density, we propose OWUH, an Energy-efficient WIFI radio map Updating service considering High-dynamic factors, based on probes and crowd-sense with smartphone. Like AcMu [14] , OWUH employs ordinary users' mobile devices as movable reference points to collect the newest fingerprints. However, the method in [14] only leverages the data when users are in static state, which is a drawback that cannot provide enough samples if we take high-dynamic factors into consideration. Furthermore, according to our studies and analysis, when it comes to the places like a shopping mall or an office, it is highly possible that people spend more time moving slowly in a small area instead of staying still for quite a long time. Thus, we improve our accuracy via taking various factors into account, including the speed of human movement and the location of the crowd. These high-dynamic factors comprise part of our training data. In addition, considering the need of frequent update to reflect influences of high-dynamic factors, which lead to sparse available data for each training, we employ three measures to mitigate the influence. Firstly, we use an incremental learning method to train our model continuously with newly collected data. With incremental learning, we can continuously improve our model with new data and predict unknown fingerprints after each training process. Specifically, we employ improved OS-ELM (online sequential extreme learning machine) as our basic training framework, which has an advantage of fast training and considering data credibility. Secondly, we use historical data collected in similar scene. We leverage CLIQUE (Clustering In QUEst) and OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) clustering algorithm based on features such as location, time, statistical characteristics of RSS, etc., and use KNN (k-nearest neighbors algorithm) to select the most matching classes as candidates. Thirdly, we use purposeful probes to evaluate candidate classes, filter contradictory historical data and make up the lack of data in particular places. Not only can these measures enrich our training data, but also the incremental training method and historical data matching can help us make better use of the historical information to reflect crowds' purposeful movements and regular patterns. By crowdsourcing and maximizing the use of historical data, we update the radio map at a high frequency (less than an hour) in an energy-efficient way, which means the OWUH approach requires less amount of newly collected RSS data for frequent updating of radio map, compared with traditional methods.
We prototype OWUH and conduct experiments in both a laboratory and a classroom for 10 days with 15 participants engaged in. We regard mean RSS errors as the standard to assess the accuracy and validity of historical data matching method and radio map update method. Experiment results demonstrate that OWUH outperforms existing approaches and effectively accommodates the RSS variations caused by high-dynamic factors, with average prediction error of around 5dB.
To draw a conclusion, we make the following contributions.
1. We propose a new WIFI radio map updating methods, OWUH, based on the high-dynamic environmental factors. In pervious works, they highly emphasize the importance of APs and ignore the significance of high-dynamic factors. Our method takes latter factors into account to enhance accuracy.
2. Online learning-based method exceedingly enlarges the dataset needed to update the radio map. We utilize three kinds of data -probe data, current data, and historical data to comprise our dataset. To further enhance the accuracy, we take advantage of both static data and low-dynamic data.
3. We implement an improved OS-ELM algorithm to meet our demand of rapidly updating. Our framework improves the accuracy of localization via the historical clustering algorithm and the analysis of low-dynamic behavior recorded by mobile devices. Plus, improved OS-ELM paves the way for incremental learning, overcoming the insufficiency of data and thus making update rapidly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we introduce the previous works related to this issue, then we give an overview of our system, then we detail the design of two main components, historical data matching and Radio Map Updating, of our work respectively. We present the implementation and performance evaluation in section 4 and make conclusion in section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
The implementation of OWUH is related with works mentioned below.
1. Crowdsourcing for building and updating radio map. Smart phones are installed all kinds of sensors which can meet the requirement of data collection via crowdsourcing. Pioneer works including LiFS [13] , Unloc [21] etc., design crowdsourcing approaches to employ mobile users to participate in data collection. Reference [14] proposed a new method for radio map updating which can deal with the invalid localization of radio map which is caused by fingerprint deviations over time. Besides, [14] improved the algorithm of mobile device trajectory based on dead reckoning to obtain crowdsourcing data. OWUH also focuses on establishment and updating of radio map which can compatible with the framework in [14] . The main difference is that we take high-dynamic factors into consideration.
2. Influence of high-dynamic environmental factors and crowd behavioral characteristics on radio map updating. Jie, in the temporal prediction approach [22] , proposed that changes of the environmental factors follow some predictable patterns, which is revealed through observing the WIFI RSS variation using emitters and sniffers. And we noticed that, which is also substantiated by survey of pedestrian movement [23] , the appearance, disappearance and movement of crowds are not random. They are continuous in time and repeated to some extent. Some of them are directional and purposeful, for example, in the supermarket, crowds diverge or converge at the gate or elevator and move from one store to another. So, the pattern is recognizable, and we can usually find similar scenes in the history because of the periodicity. Meanwhile, if we aim to update radio map based on high-dynamic factors, our method is required to figure out the newly updated map as quickly as possible. Insights from machine learning shed lights on a promising answer [24] - [26] , which can help us rapidly identify complex patterns and update radio map. References [27] , [28] improved the ELM algorithm that makes it possible for indoor wireless localization to quickly self-adapt to the surrounding environment. OWUH takes advantage of rapid-updating characteristic of ELM algorithm to initial our model. And model can be trained on the data of crowdsourcing RSS and reference points which are collected by crowds' smartphones, then we predict the RSS fingerprints of other places.
III. METHODOLOGY A. OVERVIEW
This section presents an overview of our design. We use both newly collected and historical crowdsourcing data in both the static state and the moving state to train our incremental learning model, then predict fingerprints in other places and update the radio map. So, OWUH mainly involves three main components, i.e., data collection with reference point estimation, data preprocessing, historical data matching and map updating, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . In the part of data collection, the problem lies on how to match fingerprints (RSS) with their reference locations automatically. We use an analogous method as AcMu [14] . Although the RSSI lists we obtain are based on inaccurate PDR, just as AcMu does, the localization error can be neglected since within 20 meters the error is less than 1 meter. Within the distance of 1 meter, the value of WIFI under our experimental environment is relatively stable. Firstly, for each user, we collect a relatively large amount of RSS samples measured at static state and low-dynamic state respectively. Then we collect a series of RSS vectors along with mobility data, which is collected by accelerometer and gyroscope, during moving. With these data collected at static state and at moving state (which are referred to as Pin data in [14] ), we can construct a moving trajectory based on dead-reckoning, which is an extensively studied and well utilized technique in indoor localization and usually contains three typical steps: step counting, orientation reckoning, stride estimation. Detailed description and proof can be easily referred in the literature [21] . After having users' moving trajectory roughly, the work in [14] match the fingerprints in a static state with the reference locations, but it ignores the importance of dynamic data. In our work, OWUH matches the reference locations with fingerprints obtained both in the static and dynamic state to make up our fundamental dataset. Secondly, we use historical data matching algorithm to find historical data collected in similar scene, in which we use purposeful probe data (by encouraging users to stand on a certain point to collect data) to evaluate the matched data and eliminate conflicts in them. Thirdly, we employ improved OS-ELM, which is trained on crowdsourcing data collected passively, purposeful probes and historical matched data, to predicted fingerprints in unknown places and update the current radio map. The next two sections will detail components stated above. We mainly consider influences of people's distribution, which consists the main part of high-dynamic environmental factors.
B. HISTORICAL DATA MATCHING
Aiming to exceedingly enlarge our dataset and realise incrementally updating, we use current data and corresponding historical data to train improved OS-ELM. Thus, this paper firstly leverages CLIQUE algorithm to cluster historical data based on time and location features. Then, by using K-NN, we select some parts of historical data which are matched with current data. If there are several overlapped areas, we propose the probe as a tool to solve this problem. In other word, our dataset consists of three sets of data: current data, matched historical data and probe data whose weights are definited in Credibility Cr (S i ).
1) PREPROCESSING
In order to improve the accuracy, besides static data, we take low-dynamic data (moving speed less than 0.3m/s) into account. Firstly, we figure out the nearest reference point. Then based on the moving speed v of this mobile device and distance d between the mobile device and the nearest reference point, we calculate the confidence via formula 1. Furthermore, we apply this confidence into the nearest reference point. Low-dynamic data enlarge our original dataset and further improve the accuracy of radio map updating, which has been proved by our experience.
2) CLASSIFICATION
In this part, we will classify the historical data. The purpose is that, data in the same class are collected in similar scenes, in other words, the distribution of people in the space are similar.
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The features we use to classify the historical data consist of RSS, time, and position. We will start from introducing the RSS feature, which is also the most important feature. The RSS data collected when people stand still are a sequence of vectors (we use S i to represent it, where i represents the sequence collected by different people and in different locations). Each element of a vector refers to the RSS from a certain AP. From experiment, we find that, in a closed space, when the distribution of people are similar, statistical characteristics of RSS vectors, including standard deviation (D (S i )), average value (A (S i )) and Maximum value (M (S i )), collected in different time at a certain location are also similar. So, we calculate these statistical characteristics of a sequence of RSS vectors, and connect them as a single vector, which is part of our final feature vector. In most cases, because of the large number of APs, the connected vector has hundreds of dimensions. If we use this vector as the input for later process, the great computing cost is unacceptable. Therefore, we use PCA (principal component analysis) to reduce the dimension and the final output is the RSS feature (R (S i )). Next, the time feature. The periodicity of human spatial distribution in time lead to the periodical of people's influence on WIFI radio map. Therefore, we use the time as a feature (T (S i )) to reflect this kind of periodicity. Data of similar time feature are collected in close time.
The location is the last feature. In a fixed distribution of people, the WIFI fingerprints are similar in close locations, while the similarity is lower between locations far apart. In addition, WIFI fingerprints of different locations may be alike when the distribution of people is different. To minimize the influence of that on clustering, we use location as a feature (L (S i )), which also leads to data in each class concentrate in a certain physical area. Therefore, our feature vector of S i is composed by R (S i ),
The target of clustering is that each class correspond to a distribution of people. To begin with, we use CLIQUE (Clustering In QUEst) algorithm [29] on time and location features. CLIQUE is a grid-based clustering algorithm, and at the same time, it has characteristics of density-based clustering algorithm. It has an advantage of finding clusters in any shape and high efficiency. When we use CLIQUE on time and location features, what we get are classes collected in similar time of a day and close locations. Then we use OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) algorithm [30] on each output class of CLIQUE, and use R (S i ) as features. OPTICS is an improved algorithm of DBSCAN (DensityBased Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise). Compared with DBSCAN, it has an advantage of being insensitive to input parameters and we can get classes with different density. Process of our clustering is shown in Fig.2 . We use C i to refer to a final class. It's important to notice that each class corresponds to a distribution of people, but the opposite is not true, which means a typical kind of distribution may correspond to multiple classes.
3) MATCHING a: CLASSES MERGING
After clustering, we have many classes and because a typical kind of human distribution corresponds to multiple classes, we need to select some candidate classes from these. We mean to find those classes which match well with new data collected in the current scene (passively collected data, α 1 = S t i |i = 1, 2, 3... ). For each sequence of RSS vectors collected in the current scene at a certain location(S t i ∈ α 1 ), we firstly find all the classes covering that location and time of S t i , which comprise set β (β = {C i |i = 1, 2, 3...}). Then we use K-NN (k-nearest neighbors algorithm) on RSS feature R S t i to determine which classes, in β, S t i belongs to. The value K is set accordingly and we use K /4 as the threshold of choosing classes, which means S t i belongs to three classes at most. For each class C j that S t i belongs to, we calculate md C j = md C j +1, where md C j refers to the matching degree of class C j with passively collected data set α 1 , and the initial value is zero. After doing the same work on all S t i in α 1 , we choose classes satisfying md (C i ) > H , where H is a defined threshold, as our candidate classes γ (γ ⊆ β).
b: CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Afterwards, we further test whether the candidate classes we choose are contradictory in the current situation. Since the data in a candidate class cover a certain space, spaces of different candidate classes may overlap in some locations, which may result in conflicts. As is shown in Fig. 2 , C 3 and C m have conflicting area. To detect these conflicts and to evaluate more classes at one time, we use purposeful probes (by encouraging users to detect fingerprints in certain locations) to collect data, which are denoted as α 2 = S p i |i = 1, 2, 3... , in those overlapping regions and calculate the mean euclidean distance between probe data S p i and the overlapping candidate classes. Then we discard the candidate classes whose distance with probe data S p i exceed a defined threshold, which means those candidate classes are conflicting with the current situation. If the distance is acceptable, we will not discard any of them. Data in all the remaining candidate classes comprise α 3 (α 3 = S h i |i = 1, 2, 3... ). Historical data α 3 , probe data α 2 and passively collected data α 1 will be used in later training.
c: CREDIBILITY
In addition, we introduce credibility of historical data, passively collected data and probe data to describe their deviation from the real value in current scene and denote it as Cr (S i ). By using credibility, we can better determine the weights of each data in training and achieve better predicting results. As the name implies, the more deviation there is, the less credibility the data will have. Purposeful probe data have the highest credibility because users collect them intentionally, followed by passively collected data (current data) since using PDR to estimate collecting place isn't precise. Credibility of matched historical data is no more than that of passively collected data. In other words, Cr S 
C. RADIO MAP UPDATING
In order to achieve the goal of real-time updating for the radio map, Online Sequential Extreme Learning Machine (OS-ELM) [31] is leveraged in constructing our method, which is characterized by the ability of learning and updating incrementally.
1) IMPROVED OS-ELM a: ELM
Extreme learning machine (ELM) [32] is an efficient machine learning method emerged in recent years, with the superiority of less training time and brief network topology. The specific network structure of ELM is shown in Fig. 3 
(t 0 ), which is a Single Hidden Layer Feedforward Neural Network (SLFN).
If we denote one input vector as x ∈ R n , and we have L nodes in the hidden layer the output y ∈ R k can be described as
where
T is the weights that connect the input vector and i th node in hidden layer, and b i refers to the bias parameter of calculating i th node. If the activation function is g(x), then the output of i th node in hidden layer, G (m i , b i , x) , will satisfy Eq. 3.
T refers to the weights connecting i th node in hidden layer and the output vector. For N training data x j , y j |j = 1, 2, · · · N , x j = x j1 , x j2 , · · · , x jn T ,
The matrix form is in Eq. 4 and according to Eq. 2 we can get H · = Y .
As discussed in literature [32] , parameters for calculating hidden layer, m i and b i , are randomly set at the beginning and keep unchanged during the training. So, H and Y are known and we can calculate using Eq. 5.
Here H † refers to the generalized inverse matrix of H . This equation can be seen as a linear system and the training of SLFN can be achieved by calculating MMSE (Minimum Mean-Square Error) solution of that linear system. Literature [32] has proved that Eq. 5 is the only MMSE solution.
b: OS-ELM
Online sequential extreme learning machine (OS-ELM) [31] , as is shown in Fig. 3 , mainly consists of two phases, namely an initialization phase and an incremental learning phase.
In the initialization phase, we calculate the initial output layer parameters 0 by a relatively small set of training samples. In the second phase, 0 , learned in the initialization phase, can be revised by leveraging newly added training data X * through Eq. 6, where refers to the revision contribution of new data on old parameters, and * denotes the revised parameters. * = 0 + X *
According to Eq. 5, we have 0 = K
Suppose the newly added N 1 samples are VOLUME 7, 2019
FIGURE 3. Online Sequential Extreme Learning Machine (OS-ELM).
{(x i , y i )} 
We can find that Eq. 8 has the same form as Eq. 6. In other words, calculating new parameters 1 is based on previous parameters 0 and new data instead of using all original data, which reduces computing complexity and time. K Eq. 8 describes new data's contribution to model parameters separately, reduces calculations greatly, and is able to solve the problem of real-time updating, however, it doesn't consider the credibility or worth of different input data. Under most circumstances, for we can't determine the worth of different input data, we think they have the same weight and Eq. 8 works well, while in this work, our training data comes from three methods as described in III-B.3B, and they have different credibility as described in III-B.3C. Leveraging this priori knowledge will help to improve the performance of OS-ELM. In Eq. 8, (Y 1 − H 1 0 ) can be seen as the deviation of using old parameters 0 to predict output of new data as H 1 0 and the deviation relates to revision of model parameter. Therefore, we can use credibility of each input data as weight of that deviation. If data is relatively not credible, the revision of the model will be less and vise versa. By adding diagonal matrix C N ×N (C(i, i) = Cr(x i )), we get our updating Eq. 9.
Through experiment, we find that updating parameters only once is not enough to make the learning system stable, so, during training, we get the final parameters * through Newton's method until convergence, which is to calculate Eq. 10 iteratively until | k+1 − k | < ε, where ε is a predefined threshold.
2) INITIAL TRAINING
In this part we will focus on the details of the first training of OS-ELM. Before our training, we collect WIFI fingerprints of the map under the circumstance of no people surrounding and this radio map is called original map. Each AP has its model and we will train them respectively. We use A i to denote an AP, M (A i ) to denote OS-ELM model of A i and R t i(x,y) to denote RSS of A i collected at time t at location (x, y). We use location (x, y), which is defined by coordinate, and RSS for last time at (x, y), R t−1 i(x,y) , as the input of M (A i )(x in Eq. 2). The output of each input data (y) is the newly collected RSS, R t i(x,y) . In the first training, for we don't have the last radio map, we set R
, where R 0 i(x,y) denotes fingerprint in the original map.
As is described in III-B.3, our training data include passively collected data α 1 , probe data α 2 , and historical matched data α 3 , and data of each kind has its own credibility Cr S t i , Cr S p i , Cr S h i . These credibility values comprise diagonal matrix C in Eq. 9 and achieve that the higher credibility the data has, the more important it will be in updating parameters of our model. In the first training, all the data are collected purposefully so they have the highest credibility.
3) INCREMENTAL UPDATE
Although data can be obtained from three different ways, we still face a challenge to collect sufficient data in a limited time period for training a more precise model during the incremental updating process. Thus, we design two updating algorithms for the circumstance with sufficient data and insufficient data respectively. 
a: THE CASE WHEN DATA IS SUFFICIENT
We define a threshold which denotes the boundary between sufficient and insufficient case, and it is set accordingly through experiments and remains constant. When existing data quantity n >= , we assume it is sufficient to update an accurate model. Afterwards, on the basis of the last radio map and taking credibility matrix C into consideration, we use location, (x, y), and RSS for last time at (x, y), R t−1 i(x,y) as input and the newly collected RSS, R t i(x,y) , as output to update parameters of model M (A i ). When training is finished, we use the model to predict current RSS of unknown places, R t i(x ,y ) , with input of (x , y ) and R t−1 i(x ,y ) . After model for each AP is trained and finishes predicting RSS of every location, new radio map is generated and R t i(x ,y ) |i = 1, 2, 3...m , where m denotes the number of APs overheard at (x , y ), comprises the new fingerprint of location (x , y ).
b: THE CASE WHEN DATA IS INSUFFICIENT
When existing data quantity n < , which means there are not so many people in the space, we use as part of our training data the original RSS (R 0 i(x,y) ) of places where we have no data, in addition to those existed. Original RSS are collected when there are no people. Since we use more data in the original map, the radio map generated is closer to the original map and can reflect RSS of a environment with little people more accurately. Other part of training and predicting method is the same as when the data is sufficient.
IV. EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
In this part, we will describe the experiment environment and background. We conduct our experiment in two areas, classroom and laboratory. The layout of each area is shown in Fig. 4 and the blue points in the figure refer to where we collect data as ground truth, which are called reference points. The number of APs detected in the classroom and laboratory is 8 and 12 respectively. Raspberry Pi 3 is fixed one meter off the ground and collects ground truth of fingerprint over the whole experimental period at each reference point. At beginning, fingerprints collected by these Raspberry Pi when there's nobody in the place comprise the original map. Fifteen volunteers participate in the 10-day data collection procedure. Volunteers with MI note3 smartphones, which run the popular Android OS and support various types of inertial sensors, do not need to behave intentionally for data collection and they walk or stop in the scene freely. Volunteers' smartphones are pre-installed with a prototyped App for data collection and are used as their primary phones during the experimental periods. Data collected by volunteers will be uploaded to our server with OWUH deployed. However, I have to admit that the using only one kind of mobile phones is our limitation. In future work, we will take heterogeneity into consideration.
15 Volunteers are required to collect data in three periods of a day (9:00am, 2:00pm, and 7:00pm), and each period of collection lasts one hour. During each period, data collected in that period are uploaded as current data and all the data collected in the previous periods are historical data. At the end of each period, the server will instruct volunteers to collect probe data based on historical data and uploaded current data. Then OWUH will update the radio map and that will be used in indoor localization afterwards.
To draw a conclusion, there are three main differences between the past scenario and current scenario: the number of participants, the localization of participants and the localization of some moveable facilities. In order to show the accuracy and reliability of historical data matching and radio map updating, we do not change experiment facilities periodically. Plus, we conducted experiments both related to the collection time(9am, 2pm, 7pm) and different days. Experiments related to the collection time can reflect the high-dynamic environmental change and experiments related to different days highlight the impact of historical data on radio map updating. OWUH's performance in different stage and comparison with other works are discussed in the next part.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 1) UTILITY OF LOW-DYNAMIC DATA
According to our experiences in classrooms and labs shown in Fig. 5 , we figure out that mobile devices from crowdsourcing users completely stay still for around 60% total time. Thus, matching with the corresponding reference points, the fingerprints from this period can comprise the original dataset. Among the rest 40% of time, we discover that in 70% of this period, mobile devices are in a low-dynamic state (moving speed less than 0.3m/s).
2) HISTORICAL DATA MATCHING
For the process of classes merging, we need to select the proper value of K and H. Thus, we conduct several comparative experiments to figure it out. The result is shown in Table 1 . According to the MSE result, we set K as 4 and H as 6, which has the lowest Standard Deviation.
We regard mean RSS error as the standard to assess the accuracy and validity of historical data matching method. The mean RSS error refers to the average deviation between matched historical data and the ground truth at the same VOLUME 7, 2019 CDF graph in Fig.6 indicates mean RSS errors of matched historical data (blue line), unmatched historical data (red line) and the original map (green line), compared with ground truth. The mean RSS errors is 3.85dB with matched historical data, 4.78dB with unmatched historical data and 4.57dB with the original map. It reveals that compared with unmatched data and the original map, the radio map corresponding to the matched historical data is close to the current radio map, which verify the validity of our historical data matching method.
3) RADIO MAP UPDATING
We leverage RSS prediction error, that is, the RSS difference between predictable value and collected ground-truth to evaluate the performance. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 7 , our method can update radio map with high accuracy. As time goes by, according to Fig. 8 , the more historical data can be matched, the more precise radio map will be. Based on our result, median RSS error within 3 days (CDF = 0.5) is 6.3dB, within 6 days is 4dB and within 10 days is 3.5dB, which denotes RSS error could be more stable as time passes by. It can highlight the impact of historical data on radio map updating.
As shown in Fig. 7a , for the different period in one day, taking the tenth day as an example, median RSS error at 7:00pm, when the number of people is the least, is 4.8dB, and it is close to 2.6dB at 2:00pm when the number of people is largest. At 9:00am, mean RSS error is 3.5dB. It reflects the high-dynamic environmental change. Meanwhile, we use positioning error to assess the system's performance. As for the localization algorithm, we choose and implement the most famous and typical finger-print based localization algorithm called Horus [33] . We undergo trials in three different periods of the tenth day and figure out the accuracy of location using updated radio map is higher than using original radio map, the result of which is shown in Fig. 7b . Specific result is [Original = (7.8, 7.4, 6.9), Predicted = (3.2, 2.8, 4)]. Like prediction of fingerprints, localization will be more accurate with more data for training.
4) EFFECT OF CREDIBILITY MATRIX
In order to figure out the appropriate credibility of passively collected data, we conduct different experiments. Because the inaccuracy caused by PDR can be ignored, we regard the credibility for new collected data as a constant and set it as 0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9 separately. From Fig.9 , when the credibility of passively collected data is 0.7, we get the best result. So, we set the credibility as 0.7 As we discussed above, we creatively introduced credibility matrix in our training model. With credibility matrix, data from different source have different influence in the incremental training phase. Each data's credibility is set according to our prior knowledge. By introducing prior knowledge, the radio map predicting performance might be better and our experiment proves this point. We compare the predicting performance between using and not using credibility matrix after 3 days, 6 days, and 10 days. Results can be found in Fig. 10 . As shown in the figure, although in the third day the difference is not significant, as time goes on and we have more historical data, the predicting accuracy increase and using credibility matrix always has better performance. Specifically, the median errors (CDF = 0.5) of using credibility matrix and not using it after 3, 6 and 10 days are 6.30 and 6.74dB, 3.86 and 4.77dB and 3.4 and 4.2dB respectively.
5) COMPARE WITH OTHER WORKS AND METHODS
To evaluate the performance of OWUH thoroughly, we compare the radio map prediction and localization accuracy with other works. Firstly, we compare the radio map prediction accuracy of OWUH with AcMu, MT and MLR. AcMu [14] is a system proposed by Wu which also focuses on WIFI radio map updating and high-precision indoor localization. But it ignores the high-dynamic features of environment and use partial least squares regression (PLSR) as the prediction method instead of improved OS-ELM that we used. MT refers to a model tree based approach [18] and we apply the M5' algorithm [34] to induce an effective model tree as done in [18] . MLR denotes multivariate linear regression method extended from [35] . MT and MLR are both radio map prediction method that can replace our improved OS-ELM. We use each method's median error of RSS prediction after 3, 6, and 10 days as index for evaluation. Results are shown in Table 2 . We can find that OWUH doesn't perform well at the beginning(after 3 days), but it transcends other methods in the long run. On the 10th day, OWUH has the best performance among all and we believe that the accuracy will continue increasing as more historical data can be used. Performance of MLR is always the worst and that of MT is better than OWUH at the beginning but get worse afterwards.
Apart from radio map prediction, we also compare the localization performance between OWUH and AcMu. Since our experimental environment is extremely similar with FIGURE 10. Prediction performance comparison between using and not using credibility matrix after 3 days, 6 days and 10 days. AcMu's, it is appropriate and reasonable to compare their localization accuracy. We choose and implement the most famous and typical finger-print based localization algorithm called Horus [33] . Performance data of AcMu comes from literature [14] . Results can be found in Table 3 . In the table, ''Predict'' means using predicted radio map of each method, ''Original'' means using original map collected at the beginning and ''Time'' refers to the time corresponding to each record. Each data is median localization error in meters compared with the ground truth. From the table we can learn that OWUH has more improvement from original map than AcMu no matter at short-term or long-term. Although at the beginning OWUH suffers from lacking historical data and performs worse, it transcends AcMu after ten days.
Therefore, we can arguably conclude that EUWH outperforms most existing WIFI radio map updating and WIFI finger-print based indoor localization methods especially in the long run when we have more historical data and more learned patterns.
V. CONCLUSION
WIFI-based localization is vulnerable to environmental factors and, in this work, we mainly aim to address the effects of high-dynamic factors such as crowds' density and location on localization performance. We propose OWUH, an Energyefficient WIFI radio map Updating service considering influence of High-dynamic factors. The OWUH combined three kinds of data for the training of improved OS-ELM including passively collected data, matched historical data and purposeful probe data, for radio map update in an energy-efficient way. The EWUC approach requires a less number of newly collected RSS data for frequent updating of radio map, which means not only less on-site labor work, but also less energy required by the RSS data collection process. This work proposed the improved OS-ELM algorithm, and it recognize and leverage periodic pattern of short-term factors with incremental learning method, historical data matching and credibility for each data. Finally, we use trained model to update the radio map. Experimental results from 15 volunteers across 10 days demonstrate that OWUH accommodates the RSS deviations caused by high-dynamic factors effectively and improves the localization accuracy based on up-to-date radio map. 
